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People frequently form aesthetic judgements of built and natural environments. Identifying psychological re
sponses induced by one’s surroundings – as well as differences across contexts – is necessary to better access
salubrious qualities of different natural and built environments. Here, we tested two primary hypotheses about
responses to exterior architecture and natural landscapes. First, aesthetic responses to built and natural envi
ronments reduce to a few underlying psychological dimensions. Second, we hypothesized greater consistency in
aesthetic appraisals to natural than built environments. Using techniques from network science, we found that
responses to images of exterior architecture and natural landscapes were derived from three psychological di
mensions: Fascination (a scene’s richness and interest), Coherence (analytic judgements about a scene’s orga
nization and construction), and Hominess (feelings of warmth or coziness). Notably, however, subsequent
exploratory analyses indicated some differences in psychological responses across contexts. For example,
Hominess was associated with greater naturalness for the built environments, but homier natural landscapes
were more ordered. We also found less variability in responses to natural landscapes, consistent with our second
hypothesis. Taken together, the present study demonstrates that Fascination, Coherence, and Hominess are
broadly applicable aesthetic experiences induced by one’s surrounding environment. Moreover, human beings
may show more agreement for natural stimuli than for artifacts of human culture.
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1. Introduction
Human beings frequently form aesthetic impressions of their envi
ronment. Environmental aesthetic qualities affect a wide range of psy
chophysiological responses (Ellard, 2015), including happiness
(MacKerron & Mourato, 2013), stress (Ulrich, 1991, 1993), attention
(Berman et al., 2008, 2019; Bowler et al., 2010), creativity (Mehta &
Zhu, 2009), memory (Bratman et al., 2019), sleep (Dutton, 2014), and
learning (Earthman, 2004). Our goal in this study is to clarify underlying
psychological dimensions of aesthetic responses to the environment, and
to identify differences in such responses across contexts. This research
may provide a means to better assess how different environments
enhance health and wellness.
Investigations of the correspondence between the physical properties
of a space and the psychological responses they instantiate hark back to
Aristotle, who asserted the value of “material” causes – characteristics of
substrates that give rise to human responses (Killeen, 2001). More
recently, researchers of empirical aesthetics have sought to identify
universal or domain-general laws that determine individuals’ aesthetic

experiences that generalize across contexts (Martindale, 1990),
although most also acknowledge the importance of stimulus-dependent
contextual features (Bullot & Reber, 2013; Chatterjee & Vartanian,
2016; Nadal & Chatterjee, 2019). Indeed, the notion of contextual dif
ferences in aesthetics has also been long-postulated. Immanuel Kant, for
instance, proposed that beautiful natural objects appear as if they were
created for a specific purpose, but human-made objects appear most
beautiful if they look natural (Kant, 1790).
We recently outlined a model of architectural experience (Coburn
et al., 2017), drawing from an existing model of aesthetic experience
broadly, the aesthetic triad (Chatterjee & Vartanian, 2014). According
to the aesthetic triad, aesthetic experiences are an emergent mental state
stemming from interactions between three large-scale sensory-motor,
emotion-valuation, and knowledge-meaning neural systems.
The sensory-motor system is engaged for bottom-up processing of
any sensory modality such as the visual, tactile, auditory, and olfactory
features of a stimulus. Across many experimental conditions, aesthetic
appraisals activate brain regions specialized for primary and higher
order sensations and perception (Brown et al., 2011; Vartanian & Skov,
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2014), as well as brain networks engaged for motor responses (Gallese &
Freedberg, 2007; Humphries et al., 2021; Thakral et al., 2012). In the
case of architectural or environmental aesthetics specifically, sensory
features of an environment instantiate interest and a desire to explore or
approach a given space (i.e., behavioral-motivational responses; Coburn
et al., 2017). This link is consistent with longstanding accounts in
cognitive science that postulate associations between perception and
motivation (Day, 1967) and attention (James, 1985; Kaplan, 1995;
Reber et al., 2004), as well as perspectives from environmental psy
chology that propose that evolutionarily-beneficial environments auto
matically capture human interest (Bowler et al., 2010; Joye, 2007;
Ulrich, 1993). Specific visual properties of the environment elicit acti
vation of temporal lobe regions sensitive to visual motion (Vartanian
et al., 2015) and the globus pallidus, a brain structure responsible for
regulating voluntary movement (Vartanian et al., 2013), further evi
dence for this association between environmental visual features and
behavioral-motivational responses.
Along with the activation of sensory-motor brain regions, aesthetic
experiences consistently engage neural structures involved in emotion
and reward processing (Barrett et al., 2007; Freedberg & Gallese, 2007).
That is, aesthetic appraisals evoke strong affective responses, under
scoring the role of the emotion-valuation system. Valence – how an
object or space makes one feel – is a commonly studied affective
response in empirical aesthetics that has been examined across domains
and contexts (Leder et al., 2004). Similarly, researchers have asked the
extent to which a specific object makes observes feel uplifted or stimu
lated (Böhme, 1993; Evans, 2003; Graham et al., 2015). A host of
emotional responses relate specifically to environmental aesthetics. For
instance, built environments and natural landscapes are thought to elicit
deeply human emotions (Alexander, 1977; Bachelard, 2014), such as
feelings of warmth, relaxation, hominess, and comfort.
Lastly, the knowledge-meaning system of the aesthetic triad is
associated with putatively top-down influences on experiences (Chat
terjee & Vartanian, 2014, 2016). For example, viewers of artwork prefer
originals to copies (Newman & Bloom, 2012) and have more favorable
impressions if they have prior knowledge about an artwork’s meaning
(Coburn et al., 2017; Kirk et al., 2009; Leder, 2013). That is, aesthetic
experiences may vary across individuals based on an observer’s ideas
about different kinds of objects or spaces. The effects of individual dif
ferences, however, may be less pronounced for natural aesthetic do
mains; people show more agreement when asked to rate the aesthetic
value of naturally-occurring stimuli (e.g., human faces and natural
landscapes) than for human artifacts (e.g., artwork and architecture;
Vessel et al., 2018). Greater consistency in preference for natural land
scapes align with “biophilic” accounts (Joye, 2007; Ulrich, 1993) that
describe evolved, seemingly innate preferences for naturally-occurring
shapes and forms.
Crucially, all three systems need not be engaged in equal measure.
Some stimuli may preferentially engage one system over another.
Further, the delineation between the three systems is loose; many of the
previously described psychological responses – e.g., desire to explore a
space, feelings of warmth – stem from a combination of neurocognitive
processes. Processing fluency theories (Reber et al., 2004) indicate that
aesthetic experiences arise when one is able to easily process the prop
erties of an object. Objects that are fluently processed are hedonically
experienced and require fewer attention resources, leading to stress
reduction and improved affect. Thus, on this account, the sensory-motor
system (which processes object properties) is intertwined with both the
knowledge-meaning system (familiar objects may be more fluently
processes) and the emotion-valuation system (which indicates valence
and stress).
The nature of these cross-system interactions – and the psychological
states elicited by them – are also likely to vary across contexts. This
sentiment is evident in Kant’s aforementioned perspective on beauty;
properties that individuals deem aesthetically pleasing differ for natural
and built objects. This discrepancy may stem from differential weighting

of specific stimulus features (Vessel et al., 2018), leading to differences
in recognition, understanding, processing fluency, and, ultimately,
aesthetic experiences (Berman et al., 2019; Coburn et al., 2019; Oos
tendorp & Berlyne, 1978; Reber et al., 2004). That is, the interaction
between certain qualities and the psychological responses they produce
may not be the same for built and natural environments. Aesthetic ex
periences may also diverge across architectural styles; people prefer
strikingly different aesthetic qualities for different rooms of their home
(Graham et al., 2015), presumably because each room meets different
needs. Thus, the presence of a specific architectural feature in one room
may evoke disparate psychological responses to the same feature in
another room. For example, designs that are bright or
attention-grabbing may convey a fun, exciting ambiance in a game room
but be experienced as distracting or unpleasant in a study. Further, some
psychological responses to the qualities of inhabited spaces might not
apply to other objects (e.g., a painting or piece of music may not make
observers feel “at home”).
Other work on aesthetic experience indicates a distinction between
analytic and emotional judgements. Analytic judgements refer to
judgements about qualities of the stimulus itself and emotional judge
ments refer to self-reflective impressions about one’s inner state (Chat
terjee, 2003; Coburn et al., 2020). Examples of analytic judgements
include those formed about visual complexity – the amount of infor
mation present in a space (Dosen & Ostwald, 2016) – and organization
(i.e., the predictability of visual patterns; Reber et al., 2004). Analytic
judgements may be formed independently of other features of the
environment (Alexander, 2002; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Mehaffy &
Salingaros, 2006), suggesting that the underlying neurocognitive pro
cesses may operate similarly across aesthetic domains and contexts (i.e.,
because it is at least partially independent of other stimulus-specific
features). Thus, we wished to identify psychological responses induced
by architecture and the natural environment and determine how re
sponses vary across differing contexts.
In one study (Coburn et al., 2020), participants evaluated interior
architectural spaces on several aesthetic criteria (Table 1). Using data
reduction techniques, the authors found that variance in participant
responses was explained by three underlying psychological dimensions:
Coherence, Fascination, and Hominess. Coherence included analytic
judgements (as opposed to emotional responses) about the extent to
which a space appeared organized. Fascination (i.e., the extent to which
a space is visually rich and invites exploration) may be derived from an
interaction between the sensory-motor and emotion-valuation system.
Similarly, Hominess – which refers to feelings of warmth or coziness,
and included judgements about a space’s naturalness – emerges from the
sensory-motor system (which is sensitive to natural stimuli) and the
emotion-valuation system (which instantiated feelings of comfort). All
three dimensions are also subject to top-down influences from the
Table 1
Aesthetic rating criteria.

2

Criteria

Rating Prompt

Low Anchor

High Anchor

Complexity
Order
Natural
Beauty
Personalness
Interest
Modernity
Valence
Stimulation
Vitality
Comfort
Relaxation
Hominess
Uplift
Approachability
Explorability

This space looks …
This space looks …
This space looks …
This space looks …
This space looks …
This space looks …
This space looks …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
This space makes me feel …
If I saw this space, I’d …
If I saw this space, I’d …

Simple
Disordered
Artificial
Ugly
Impersonal
Boring
Aged
Bad
Bored
Lifeless
Uncomfortable
Stressed
Alienated
Diminished
Leave it
Ignore it

Complex
Organized
Natural
Beautiful
Personal
Interesting
Modern
Good
Excited
Alive
Comfortable
Relaxed
At home
Uplifted
Enter it
Explore it
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knowledge-meaning system.
Coherence and Fascination have clear corollaries in other domains of
aesthetic experience. Reber’s (2004) theory of processing fluency, for
example, suggests that complex, fascinating images comprised of
smaller, repeating units that can be grouped together (i.e., organized) by
the visual system are aesthetically pleasing. Analytic appraisals of
coherence influence human responses to paintings (Palmer et al., 2013),
landscapes (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan et al., 1972), and sculptures
(Dio et al., 2007). Similarly, fascination has been linked with a range of
aesthetic experiences (Berlyne, 1963, 1970; Silvia, 2005, 2008). Others
(Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan et al., 1972) argue that
preferences for outdoor landscapes are based on the observers’ under
standing of “what is going on” (i.e., coherence) as well as their desire to
explore the space (fascination). Notably, hominess has been largely
ignored in discussions of preferences for outdoor, natural spaces. This
absence is somewhat surprising given people’s robust preferences for
natural settings (Chang et al., 2020; Kaplan, 1995), and the frequency
with which architects and designers incorporate “biophilic” (i.e.,
nature-like) components into the built environment (Abboushi et al.,
2019; Joye, 2007; Taylor, 2021; Ulrich, 1993). We are unaware of prior
work in any other domains of aesthetics research that has explicitly
described hominess as an underlying psychological response. Whether
the hominess dimension generalizes to exterior architecture or natural
landscapes remains an open question.
Another outstanding issue is that the set of stimuli used by Coburn
et al. (2020) were curated; all of the images of interior spaces were
previously rated by architects on a small number of visual features. This
approach is common in aesthetics experiments designed to consider the
effects of specific variables (e.g., curvature, ceiling height, lighting).
Controlling images along these variables allows experimenters to miti
gate the effects of other potentially confounding stimulus features. The
drawback of this strategy, however, is generalizability. That is, do psy
chological responses identified from a set of constrained images also
apply in less controlled images and, of course, in the real world? Because
conclusions drawn from carefully controlled images may not generalize
to real-world responses (Snow & Culham, 2021), we elected to use more
natural stimuli in studying responses to buildings and landscapes.
Here, we applied network-based analyses to test the hypothesis that
aesthetic responses to images of exterior architecture and natural
landscapes reduce to a few broad yet interconnected underlying psy
chological dimensions. More specifically, we predicted that responses
would be derived from feelings of fascination, coherence, and hominess.
We further hypothesized that humans are more consistent in their
aesthetic responses to natural environments than to built environments.
Thus, we predicted that participants would show more agreement on the
aesthetic qualities of natural landscapes than exterior architecture.
Additional exploratory questions concerned differences in the underly
ing psychological dimensions between natural and built environments.

of gender effects on aesthetic experience). All elements of the study
design, analytic methods, hypotheses, and predicted results were pre
registered on the Open Science Framework prior to data collection (htt
ps://osf.io/a3k7x/).
2.2. Materials and procedures
Stimuli for this experiment included 64 images of exterior architec
ture and 64 images of natural landscapes. The complete image set was
created from stimuli used by another research group (Vessel et al.,
2018). Each image was further categorized as belonging to one of 16
different subtypes (8 subtypes for exterior architecture, 8 subtypes for
natural landscapes; Fig. 1). Image subtypes were designated with input
from an architecture student. All participants were randomly assigned
one image from each subtype.
The experiment began with a brief slideshow during which partici
pants were presented with each of their 16 randomly-assigned images
sequentially. This exposure was designed to familiarize participants
with each image, as well as sensitize them to possible differences be
tween the image types. Next, participants rated each image on 16
aesthetic criteria: complexity, order, natural, beauty, personalness, in
terest, modernity, valence, stimulation, vitality, comfort, relaxation,
hominess, uplift, approachability, and explorability (Table 1). Ratings
were made using a 7-point continuous sliding Likert scale (1 = low, 7 =
high). All 16 criteria were previously used to assess psychological re
sponses to interior architectural spaces (Coburn et al., 2020). In order to
minimize task-switching and possible fatigue (Monsell, 2003), partici
pants made a single aesthetic judgment on all 16 images before
advancing to the next judgment. The order of the aesthetic judgment – as
well as the image presentation within each – was randomized for each
participant. After performing all ratings, participants completed a de
mographic questionnaire.
2.3. Analytic strategy
2.3.1. Mean-minus-one correlation measure
To examine differences in consistency of judgments for architecture
and landscape images, we employed a “mean-minus-one” (MM1) cor
relation measure, adapted from prior work (Vessel et al., 2018) to assess
between-subject agreement for both types of images (i.e., exterior ar
chitecture, natural landscapes). First, each participant’s ratings were
correlated with the average ratings of all remaining participants. This
process was repeated iteratively for each participant, resulting in a
vector of r values in which each value represented the extent to which an
individual participant’s aesthetic ratings correlated with the aesthetic
ratings of the rest of the sample. An r-to-z transformation was performed
to reduce bias, and paired t-tests assessed whether between-subject
agreement differed for natural landscapes and exterior architecture
images. A z-to-r transformation was then applied for ease of
interpretation.

2. Method
2.1. Participants

2.3.2. Exploratory graph analysis
The application of network science to the study of aesthetics has
become increasingly popular in recent years (e.g., Coburn et al., 2020;
Hayn-Leichsenring et al., 2020; Specker et al., 2021). Dimension
reduction was performed using exploratory graph analysis (EGA), a
method to estimate the number of dimensions (represented as “com
munities”) in multivariate data using undirected network models
(Golino et al., 2020; Golino & Epskamp, 2017). Recent work indicates
that EGA has advantages over more traditional forms of dimension
reduction (e.g., Principal Component Analysis; factor analysis) in iden
tifying the number of latent factors underlying multivariate data, espe
cially when observation variables are highly correlated (Golino et al.,
2020). EGA was applied using the EGAnet package (version 0.9.9; Golino
& Christensen, 2021) in R (version 4.0.3; R Core Team, 2021), and re
sults were visualized using the GGally (version 2.1.0; Schloerke et al.,

Two hundred and seventy-five participants completed the study
online through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Sample size was based on
recommendations for data reduction analyses (Mundfrom et al., 2005).
Specifically, Mundfrom and colleagues recommend a sample size of 220
participants for excellent-level criterion (0.98) to detect a 3-factor so
lution with a low level of communality between the observation vari
ables. Participants provided informed consent, and all study procedures
were approved by the University of Pennsylvania IRB. Average study
duration was 32.09 min (SD = 13.37 min), and participants were paid
$6.00 for their time. Following careful quality control of participant data
(see Supplementary Information), the final sample consisted of 253
participants (Mage = 37.80 years, SD = 10.40 years; 57.71% male,
41.11% female; see Supplementary Information for exploratory analyses
3
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Fig. 1. Example images for exterior architecture
and natural landscapes. All participants presented
with 8 images of exterior architecture and 8 images of
natural landscapes. Each image was classified as
belonging to a specific image subtype. Participants
were randomly presented with a single image from
each subtype. Exterior architecture subtypes: Blocky,
Classic/Ornate (example in top left), Colonial, Large
House, Modern, Pillared, Simple (example in bottom
left), and Misc. Natural landscape subtypes: Beach,
Water (example in bottom right), Mountain, Woods,
Woods & Water, Plains, Desert, Artic (example in top
right). Additional image information available from
corresponding author.

2021) and ggplot2 (version 3.3.3; Wickham, 2020) packages. Details
about the implementation of EGA in this study can be found in Sup
plementary Information.

interested in comparing the underlying psychological responses for built
and natural spaces, EGAs were performed separately for aesthetic rat
ings of exterior architecture and natural landscapes. Results for these
analyses are reported in the order in which they are listed here.

2.3.3. Addressing redundant variables
Whereas researchers are often forced to (somewhat subjectively)
manually remove redundant (i.e., highly collinear) variables in alter
native approaches to dimension reduction, we employed a technique
known as unique variable analysis (UVA; Christensen et al., 2020).
Using a measure called weighted topological overlap (Nowick et al.,
2009), a new edge-weight for every edge in the network is calculated
based on the weight of all common network neighbors, in turn identi
fying edge weights that exceed the relative edge weight of other nodes in
the network (i.e., indicating redundancy). A reflective latent variable is
then created in place of the redundant variables using maximum like
lihood with robust standard errors. Creating a latent variable (rather
than removing all but one redundant variable) minimizes measurement
error and retains all information contained in the original data set
(Christensen et al., 2020).
We performed two sets of EGAs (Fig. 2). Because we were primarily

2.3.3.1. EGA 1: overall psychological responses. First, we measured
overall psychological responses to exterior architecture and natural
landscapes, pooling together and averaging all ratings across all the
image subtypes (Fig. 2A). Since the dimensions of these ratings are the
aggregate of reactions to all image subtypes, they represent the general
structure of responses to exterior architecture and natural landscapes.
2.3.3.2. EGA 2: “agnostic” approach. We performed two additional
EGAs (one for exterior architecture, one for natural landscapes) to
explore whether rating clusters were driven primarily by the aesthetic
criteria (e.g., complexity, beauty) or the different images subtypes (e.g.,
beaches, forests). This “agnostic” approach was conducted by consid
ering each rating for each image subtype as a unique observation vari
able (Fig. 2B). That is, networks were estimated using 128 nodes for
exterior architecture (8 architecture image subtypes × 16 aesthetic

Fig. 2. Overview of exploratory graph analyses approaches.
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rating criteria) and 128 nodes for natural landscapes (8 natural land
scape image subtypes × 16 aesthetic rating criteria). Theoretically, re
sults from Agnostic EGAs could fall along a spectrum of being driven by
the aesthetic criteria, or the image subtype. If participant responses were
based only aesthetic criteria (i.e., truly independent of the image sub
type) we would find 16 different communities (e.g., one community for
all beauty ratings, one community for all complexity ratings, etc.). On
the other end of the spectrum – if responses were driven by image
subtypes and not their aesthetic criteria – the network would contain
only 8 communities, with each containing all ratings for a specific image
subtype. For example, perhaps complexity is viewed similarly across all
image subtypes. Or, people might respond similarly to beaches as a
category distinct from their responses to forests, regardless of which
aesthetic criteria is being considered.

natural landscapes), with nodes represented by the aesthetic rating
criteria and edges constructed from the partial correlations between
them. Item loadings – which are conceptually equivalent to PCA and
factor loadings – are displayed in Table 2, with effect sizes interpreted
as: small (0.15), moderate (0.25), and large (0.35; Christensen & Golino,
2021).
3.2.1. Exterior architecture
EGA identified three communities for images of exterior architecture
at the overall image level (Fig. 3). Community 1 (λ = 3.15) was
comprised of comfort, relaxation, hominess, personal, and natural,
terms that reflect a sense of intimacy and comfort. We refer to this
community as “Hominess”, since it corresponded directly with the
dimension of the same name recently identified for interior architectural
spaces (Coburn et al., 2020). The second and third communities also
mapped closely onto those previously found for interior architecture.
Community 2 (“Coherence”; λ = 1.38) – which consisted of order,
modernity, and complexity – reflects analytic judgements about the
construction of the space, as opposed to emotional or affective responses
to it. The fact that Coherence contained only analytic aesthetic criteria
suggests this community may be comparatively less reliant on the
emotion-valence system. Community 3 – “Fascination” (λ = 3.68) –
included beauty, interest, and behavior-motivational aesthetic criteria
(i.e., approach, explorability; suggesting sensory-motor influences) as
well as emotional responses (i.e., valence, uplift, vitality, stimulation).
In examining the network for exterior architecture as a whole, the
Coherence nodes appear comparatively isolated from the rest of the
network (i.e., fewer – and weaker – edges). This pattern is also reflected
in the network loadings (Table 2); criteria assigned to the Fascination
and Hominess communities exhibited strong cross-loadings (i.e., they
were related to multiple dimensions) but not to Coherence. To quantify
these observations, we computed eigenvector centrality for each node in
the network. Eigenvector centrality measures the relative position of
nodes in a network by examining their connections to highly-connected
nodes relative to their connections weakly-connected nodes (Bonacich,
2007). Results supported the observation that Coherence was isolated
from the rest of the network; the relative position of Coherence nodes
(MeanEC = 0.17) was significantly lower than the relative position of all
other network nodes (MeanEC = 0.76 Wilcoxon rank sum exact test: 95%
CI = 0.34–82.8, p = 0.007).

3. Results
3.1. Aesthetic ratings agreement for exterior architecture and natural
landscapes
Participants rated 16 randomly selected images (one image
randomly drawn from each of the 8 natural landscapes subtypes, one
image randomly drawn from each of the 8 exterior architecture sub
types) on the 16 criteria indicated in Table 1. To test the hypothesis that
humans are more consistent in their aesthetic responses to natural en
vironments than built environments, we performed a MM1 analysis of
aesthetic ratings for each of the two overall image categories (i.e.,
exterior architecture and natural landscapes). Specifically, betweensubject agreement in aesthetic ratings were calculated by iteratively
correlating each individual participant’s ratings with the mean ratings
of all remaining participants, leading to a r value for each participant
that indicated the extent to which they agreed with the remainder of the
sample (z-transformed for inferential statistics to reduce bias, then
transformed back to r for ease of interpretation). This procedure was
performed twice – once for exterior architecture images and once for
natural landscape images.
Consistent with our prediction and replicating Vessel et al. (2018),
MM1 analysis of participant ratings across all aesthetic criteria and
image subtypes indicated greater between-subject agreement in the
aesthetic qualities of natural landscapes (r = 0.42) than exterior archi
tecture (r = 0.32, t = 9.03, 95% CI = 0.09–0.15, p < 0.001). That is,
people were more similar to each other in aesthetic preferences for
natural landscapes than for the built environment.

3.2.2. Natural landscapes
Three communities were also identified for natural landscapes.
However, two aesthetic criteria – complexity and naturalness – exhibi
ted low network loadings and were weakly connected to all other
network nodes, including the other nodes of their own community. Eigen
vector centrality of these two nodes (0.08) were significantly lower than
those of all remaining nodes (0.68; Wilcoxon rank sum exact test: 95%
CI = 0.15–0.95. p = 0.03). Together, this suggests that – at the overall
image level – complexity and naturalness were qualitatively distinct
from ratings for the remaining criteria and contributed minimally to
their own community.
We thus performed a second EGA for natural landscapes after
removing these two criteria. Results (Fig. 3) indicated the presence of
just two communities. Note that we elected to retain both criteria for
subsequent analyses (EGA 2: Agnostic EGA) for a priori theoretical rea
sons based on work emphasizing the importance of complexity and
naturalness judgements to aesthetic experience of both architecture
(Joye, 2007; Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan et al., 1972; Mehaffy & Salingaros,
2006; Taylor, 2021) and natural landscapes (Alexander, 2002; Berman
et al., 2019).
Community 1 (“Hominess-Coherence”: personal, hominess, comfort,
and order-modern latent variable; λ = 2.29) once again related strongly
to the previously-identified Hominess dimension. However, whereas
Hominess was associated with naturalness for the built environment, it
is closely linked with analytic judgements of order and modernity for

3.2. EGA 1: overall psychological responses to exterior architecture and
natural landscapes
We hypothesized that aesthetic responses to images of exterior ar
chitecture and natural landscapes would reduce to a few broad yet
interconnected underlying psychological dimensions. We further pre
dicted that these responses would correspond to fascination, coherence,
and hominess. Because we were interested in comparing the underlying
dimensions across the two overall image categories, EGAs were per
formed separately for exterior architecture and natural landscape
images.
In line with prior work (Coburn et al., 2020), ratings across the
different aesthetic criteria correlated strongly (exterior architecture: r =
0.43; natural landscapes: r = 0.37; Fig. S1). To mitigate potential
redundancy, UVA was performed before conducting EGA. UVA results
indicated redundancy between four criteria for exterior architecture
images: exploration, interest, approach, and stimulation. UVA also
revealed three separate clusters of redundant variables for natural
landscapes – (1) order and modernity, (2) approach and exploration, and
(3) interest, stimulation, and beauty. The latent variables of these
redundant sets and remaining aesthetic criteria were used to form
weighted, undirected networks (one for exterior architecture, one for
5
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Table 2
EGA item loadings.
Exterior Architecture

Natural Landscapes

Aesthetic Criteria

Hominess

Comfort
Relaxation
Natural
Hominess
Personal
Complexity
Order
Modernity
Vitality
Uplift
Valence
ExpIntAprStim
Beauty
Eigenvalue

0.23
0.25
0.16
0.27
0.22
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.19
0.17
0.26
0.2
0.19
3.15

Coherence

0.03
0.12
0.13
0.1
0.15

1.38

Fascination

Aesthetic Criteria

Hominess-Coherence

Fascination

0.22

Comfort
Hominess
Personal
OrdMod
Relaxation
AprExp
Valence
Vitality
Uplift
IntStimBeauty

0.22
0.21
0.25
0.15

0.31
0.23
0.16
0.09
0.25
0.38
0.33
0.23
0.28
0.33

Eigenvalue

2.29

4.14

0.02
0.11
0.07
0.2
0.26
0.28
0.33
0.27
3.68

Note: Bold text indicates community in which aesthetic criteria was placed by EGA. Aesthetic criteria abbreviations indicated in Fig. 3 caption.

Fig. 3. Overall EGA results. Graphs formed from partial correlations between aesthetic rating criteria. Connectivity strength represented by edge thickness (thicker
= stronger association). Natural landscape network formed after removal of complexity and natural.
Note: ExpIntAprStim = Latent variable from exploration, interest, approach, and stimulation; AprExp = latent variable from approach and exploration, IntStim
Beauty = latent variable from interest, stimulation, and beauty; OrdMod = latent variable from order and modernity.

natural landscapes. Order and modernity – which comprised the
Coherence dimension for built environments – may be more commonly
used to describe characteristics of human artifacts. These results,
therefore, indicate a dichotomy between natural and built environ
ments. For the latter, spaces high in hominess look natural (i.e., not built
by a person). By contrast, homey natural spaces appear ordered or
modern (i.e., as if created by a human). This difference between built
and natural spaces is consistent with theoretical perspectives indicating
aesthetic preferences for human-made objects that appear natural, and
preferences for naturally-occurring stimuli that appear ordered or con
structed (Coburn et al., 2017, 2019; Dosen & Ostwald, 2016; Kant, 1790;
Ulrich, 1993; Vartanian et al., 2013, 2015).
Community 2 (“Fascination”; λ = 4.14) contained ratings for

valence, uplift, vitality, approach-exploration latent variable, intereststimulation-beauty latent variable, and relaxation. With the exception
of relaxation, these criteria are identical to the ones that comprised
Fascination for exterior architecture images. As with exterior architec
ture images, this dimension captures behavior-motivational (i.e.,
approach, explorability) and emotional responses (i.e., valence, uplift,
vitality, stimulation), suggesting a combined role of sensory-motor and
emotion-valuation systems. The placement of relaxation within Fasci
nation is broadly consistent with biophilic and stress-reduction frame
works that describe nature as a means to improve mood and affect
(Berman et al., 2019; Joye, 2007; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1993).
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3.3. EGA 2: agnostic approach

ratings for beauty and valence were strongly influenced by what image
they were asked to consider (i.e., here, colonial or pillared buildings). In
other words, complexity was rated similarly across image subtypes but
the application of valence and beauty varied based on context (i.e.,
architectural styles/image subtypes).

Having identified the underlying psychological responses for exte
rior architecture and natural landscapes overall, we next explored the
extent to which participants’ ratings were formed based on the image
subtype (e.g., all beach images are clustered together, regardless of
aesthetic rating), aesthetic rating (e.g., all complexity ratings are clus
tered together, regardless of image subtype), or some combination of
both. A second round of EGA was performed in which each individual
aesthetic rating for each image subtype was entered as a unique obser
vation variable (Fig. 2B). That is, rather than grouping participant re
sponses by aesthetic criteria (e.g., all complexity ratings placed in a
single column), each individual rating was modeled as a unique node in
the network (e.g., each complexity rating, for each image subtype, is its
own observation variable).
Results are displayed in Fig. 4. EGA identified 10 communities for
images of exterior architecture. Of note, one community contained all 8
complexity ratings, a second community contained all 8 naturalness
ratings as well as 5 of the 8 ratings for modernity, and a third community
contained 5 of the 8 ratings for order. This suggests that complexity,
naturalness, modernity, and order criteria were rated similarly across
the range of architectural styles. Complexity, naturalness, modernity,
and order – as well as personalness – also emerged as unique commu
nities for images of natural landscapes. Thus, for both built and natural
environments, people’s responses were similarly driven by these criteria
across the different image subtypes. By contrast, other aesthetic rating
criteria were not identified as dissociating responses in the agnostic
EGA. Rather, variability on the remaining aesthetic criteria was more
strongly influenced by the image subtype participants viewed than the
criteria they considered.
To give a concrete example, consider ratings for two image subtypes
– e.g., colonial buildings and pillared buildings – and three aesthetic
criteria (e.g., complexity, beauty, and valence). Agnostic EGA results
indicated that complexity ratings for colonial buildings and complexity
ratings for pillared buildings were strongly associated (thus, both
complexity ratings were placed in the same community). This associa
tion was stronger than the association for (1) colonial building
complexity and colonial building beauty/valence, as well as (2) pillared
building complexity and pillared building beauty/valence. That is,
complexity ratings were distinct from ratings for beauty and valence
(regardless of image subtype), and therefore placed in the same com
munity. By contrast, the association between beauty and valence ratings
for colonial buildings was greater than the association for (1) beauty
ratings across image types, and (2) valence ratings across image types.
The same trend was observed for pillared buildings. Thus, participant

4. Discussion
The present study tested the hypothesis that aesthetic experience for
exterior architecture and natural landscapes reduce to a few psycho
logical dimensions. We further assessed whether these experiences are
shared across contexts (i.e., built vs. natural spaces; different natural
settings and architectural styles) and individuals (between-subject
agreement). Consistent with our hypothesis, aesthetic responses to
exterior architecture reduced to three psychological constructs: Coher
ence, Fascination, and Hominess. For natural landscapes, we identified
two dimensions: a combined Hominess-Coherence dimension and
Fascination. Also in line with our hypothesis and replicating Vessel et al.
(2018), people agreed in the aesthetic qualities of natural landscapes
more consistently than they did for exterior architecture.
Our results extend recent work (Coburn et al., 2020) on environ
mental psychology beyond interior architecture spaces to the new con
texts of building exteriors and natural landscapes. The three dimensions
identified for exterior architecture – Fascination, Coherence, and
Hominess – are a nearly-exact match of the three-dimensional structure
for interior spaces. Crucially, Coburn et al. (2020) used images carefully
constrained by architects across a number of visual features. No such
curation efforts were taken in the present study. Thus, in addition to
expanding past work to novel contexts (i.e., exterior architecture), we
also used comparatively more natural stimuli (i.e., stimuli with more
potentially-confounding variables) to more closely resemble responses
in the real world (Snow & Culham, 2021). Thus, our findings suggest
that Fascination, Coherence, and Hominess are broadly applicable
aesthetic experiences to the built environment.
Responses to natural landscapes were also proximate to those iden
tified for architecture spaces; EGA results again revealed Fascination,
Coherence, and Hominess communities, although the latter two were
less separable than in the case of built environments. This twocommunity framework is notable in light of Kaplan and Kaplan’s
influential preference matrix for outdoor landscapes, which argues that
aesthetic experiences of the natural environment are rooted in two di
mensions: understanding and exploration (Kaplan et al., 1972). Under
standing refers to the human desire to make sense of “what is going on”,
and is related how a space’s features can be viewed, recognized, or
remembered (i.e., Coherence). The second dimension of the preference

Fig. 4. Agnostic EGA results. Communities formed from aesthetic criteria (as opposed to image subtype) are circled and indicated by *.
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matrix – exploration – is conceptually similar to Fascination, which
included behavior-motivation responses. Coherence and Fascination
were dissociable dimensions in the present study, consistent with this
conceptual framework. Our findings suggest, however, that this frame
work should be expanded to also consider Hominess.
Hominess – the degree to which a space makes inhabitants feel cozy
or “at home” (Wiking & Wiking, 2017) – is understudied in empirical
aesthetics. The present study shows that hominess generalizes beyond
highly curated images of interior spaces (Coburn et al., 2020) to external
built and natural spaces. The identification of Hominess in exterior ar
chitecture and natural landscapes raises the possibility that this is a
widely experienced psychological response for both natural and
human-made environments. Further, Agnostic EGA for natural land
scapes identified “personalness” – one of the criteria in Hominess – as a
distinct community. That is, participant responses when asked to
consider this criterion were comparatively independent of
image-specific characteristics that may have biased responses to many of
the other aesthetic criteria.
Intriguingly, the amount of order in a space may differentially induce
feelings of hominess for natural and human-made contexts. In the case of
natural landscapes, greater order (and modernity) was positively asso
ciated with feelings of hominess. For human-made spaces, however,
more homey spaces appeared natural, and were weakly related to order.
This distinction fits with accounts that suggest humans prefer natural
objects that look human-made (i.e., here, order or modern), and humanmade objects that look natural (Coburn et al., 2017, 2019; Dosen &
Ostwald, 2016; Kant, 1790; Ulrich, 1993; Vartanian et al., 2013, 2015).
Nature is frequently valued for its purported relaxing or comforting ef
fects (e.g., Berman et al., 2019, 2008; Chang et al., 2020; Kaplan, 1995;
Ulrich, 1993), leading to a long-standing effort to incorporate nature
into the built environment (e.g., Abboushi et al., 2019; Joye, 2007;
Taylor, 2021; Ulrich, 1993). Critically, however, it would be inaccurate
to describe all natural environments as relaxing. For example, a person
placed in the middle of an ocean or deep in a jungle is unlikely to be
soothed or comforted. Rather, to be comforting, it helps for the natural
environment to be partially controlled or ordered – a clean, calm beach
or manicured camp ground contain a level of organization that makes
these otherwise dangerous or scary environments hospitable. This
apparent necessity of order is reflected in numerous evolutionary-based
accounts of natural preference that emphasize safety or openness (e.g.,
Dosen & Ostwald, 2016; Joye, 2007; Joye & De Block, 2011; Ulrich,
1993). The observed relationship between order and Hominess for
natural landscapes accords with these perspectives.
Our findings are broadly consistent with the aesthetic triad frame
work, which presents aesthetic experience as an emergent psychological
state rooted in interactions between the sensory-motor, emotion-valu
ation, and knowledge-meaning systems (Chatterjee & Vartanian, 2014,
2016). The underlying psychological responses identified in the current
study were likely supported by all three systems. However, the
emotion-valuation system may have been comparatively less involved in
Coherence, which was comprised of analytic ratings about a space’s
appearance or construction, as opposed to self-reflective judgements
about one’s inner state. This qualitative distinction is supported by other
models of aesthetic experience (Chatterjee, 2014; Leder et al., 2004) that
differentiate between analytic judgments (i.e., evaluations of an object;
here, Coherence) and emotions (which underscore Fascination and
Hominess; Chatterjee, 2003).
Quantitatively, network models further indicated that the neuro
cognitive mechanisms supporting Coherence may be distinct from those
underlying Fascination and Hominess. For exterior architecture images,
Coherence was less integrated into the remainder of the aesthetic
network at the overall level. For natural landscapes, although Coherence
and Hominess were more closely associated, the analytic aesthetic
judgements – complexity, order, modernity, and natural – were none
theless isolated from the rest of the network. By contrast, Fascination
and Hominess were strongly connected. One reason for lower

integration of Coherence with the other two dimensions in the network
might be due to its different weightings in the aesthetic triad framework.
Agnostic EGA results further indicate that analytic judgements may
generalize across contexts. For exterior architecture, all three aesthetic
criteria belonging to Coherence were partially distinguishable from the
images themselves. That is, these criteria were applied similarly across
the different architectural styles, but all of the remaining aesthetic
criteria (with the exception of naturalness, another analytic judgement;
Coburn et al., 2020; Imamoglu, 2000) varied as a function of the image
subtype. The same aesthetic criteria were also disentangled from stim
ulus subtype for natural landscapes. The fact that these trends were
observed for both architecture and natural landscapes is consistent with
accounts indicating that perceptions of order and complexity are inde
pendent of other features of the environment (Alexander, 2002; Kaplan
& Kaplan, 1989; Mehaffy & Salingaros, 2006). Indeed, analytic ap
praisals about the amount and arrangement of patterns influence human
responses across a wide range of visual stimuli (Dio et al., 2007; Dosen &
Ostwald, 2016; Kaplan et al., 1972; Palmer et al., 2013; Reber et al.,
2004). Our results support these perspectives by demonstrating that
analytic
judgements
operate
somewhat
independently
of
stimulus-specific qualities across architectural and natural settings.
Future inquiries into the domain-independence of analytic judgements
should ask participants to make analytic (e.g., order, complexity) and
non-analytic (e.g., valence, comfort) aesthetic judgements on an even
wider range of visual stimuli (e.g., paintings and sculptures of varying
styles, buildings, dance). Based on the present findings, we predict that
analytic judgements would be more associated across visual domains
than non-analytic judgements.
Our findings also indicate variability in psychological responses
across contexts, particularly for responses involving the emotionvaluation system. First, overall EGAs revealed different community or
ganization for built and natural environments. That is, although some
responses were shared across both kinds of images (i.e., Fascination),
there were also differences in aesthetic criteria community assignment.
Critically, however, differences in community organization were also
observed within overall image categories. The Agnostic EGAs demon
strated that ratings for many of the aesthetic criteria were strongly
influenced by image subtype (i.e., architectural style; natural setting).
This finding is in line with prior work demonstrating that the relation
ship between specific features of a built environment and the psycho
logical responses they induce may not be shared across contexts
(Graham et al., 2015).
Results also provided clear evidence that aesthetic experience varies
across individuals, putatively because of top-down differences from the
knowledge-meaning system. However, between-subject variability was
not the same for natural and human-made environments. As expected,
people agree more often in the aesthetic criteria of natural landscapes
than they do to exterior architectural spaces. Along with prior work
reporting similar results from the same image set (Vessel et al., 2018),
our findings indicate greater shared taste for naturally-occurring stimuli
than for artifacts of human culture. One interpretation of this result is
that evolutionarily-evolved preferences may render natural environ
ments more universally relevant (Berman et al., 2008; Chatterjee, 2014;
Nadal & Chatterjee, 2019; Ulrich, 1993). By contrast, preferences for
built environments may be more experience-dependent or subject to
individual and cultural aesthetic sensibilities.
The results of the present study have practical implications. One of
the motivating factors of environmental and architectural psychology is
to assess the unique ways in which the surrounding environment can
influence psychological functioning and wellness (Berman et al., 2019).
An ambitious goal of this line of work is to generate predictive models of
how and why certain environmental features affect individuals (Coburn
et al., 2017). The underlying responses identified here and in prior work
(Coburn et al., 2020) can be conceptualized as “targets” – psychological
states that are evoked by the surrounding environment. Designers or
architects, therefore, may be able to examine how certain features or
8
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spaces modulate these states, either before or after construction.
Importantly, however, the present study clearly advocates against the
notion that findings gleamed from one kind of space will necessarily
translate to another. Thus, it would be critical to carefully consider
stimulus-specific differences, especially in real-world settings.
In sum, we identified three underlying psychological constructs for
exterior architecture spaces: Coherence, Fascination, and Hominess.
Natural landscapes were best characterized by just two: a combined
Hominess-Coherence dimension and Fascination. Aesthetic experience
was subject to variability across participants for architectural exteriors,
but was more shared for natural landscapes. Thus, our results point to a
mixture of context-independent and context-specific responses across
different kinds of environments. Regarding the former, analytic judge
ments (i.e., Coherence) operated somewhat independently across
context. That is, participant ratings for the analytic criteria were less
bound to the specific stimuli and the corresponding emotional re
sponses. The remaining criteria varied across the different kinds of im
ages, demonstrating that the extent to which they manifest in separable
psychological responses is, at least partially, context specific. Future
inquiries could investigate whether psychological responses identified
in the present study are also experienced in the real-world.
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